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Kerry O’Shea Gorgone:  Welcome to Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by MarketingProfs. I’m your 
host Kerry O’Shea Gorgone. Thanks for listening.  

 Today on Marketing Smarts I’ll talk with Martin Lindstrom, brand futurist, bestselling author, 
and change agent. He’s one of the world’s premier brand building experts, advising Fortune 100 
brands from the Cola-Cola to Nestle to Redbull on how to build future-proof brands.  

 Martin is a New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of six books on branding, 
including Brandwashed, Brandsense, and Buyology: Truth and Lies About Why We Buy. Martin is 
a global expert and pioneer in the fields of consumer psychology, marketing, brands, and 
neuroscientific research. He’s anchor and producer of NBC’s TV show Main Street Makeover. In 
the name of in-depth consumer research, and also consulting and speaking, he is on the road 
300 days of the year.  

 I invited Martin to Marketing Smarts to talk about his most recent book, Small Data: The Tiny 
Clues that Uncover Huge Trends. Join me for this conversation with Martin in which eventually 
he gets around to analyzing me. I guess that is an occupational hazard. I’m very glad to welcome 
Martin Lindstrom today. 

 Martin, thank you so much for talking with me.  

Martin Lindstrom:  You’re welcome. It’s great to be here. 

Kerry: You have to tell me, first of all, what time it is where you are because you are all over the globe 
for your job?  

Martin: It is 10:02 PM, because I’m in London. I just flew in half an hour ago. 

Kerry: Cheerio. Thank you for making time for us.  

Martin: Of course.  

Kerry: Let’s talk about your job first and foremost, and then we’ll absolutely talk about your new book. 
Tell me about your job. It’s fascinating to me that you spend 300 nights a year in stranger’s 
homes just watching what they do. Normally you get arrested for something like that.  

Martin: True. And I’ve been close. It’s a strange job I have. In the old days I was so proud of traveling as 
much as I do and I was collecting those small gold plastic cards on my suitcase which showed I 
was this and that. Now I realize it means I have absolutely no life. Even worse, people tend to 
say that my stomach is an in-flight catering company these days, that’s how much I fly. 

 That aside, I have to say it is a fascinating job. In fact, I would define this as a job. I think it’s fair 
to say that the day I start to “go to work” that’s the day I quit working. I live with consumers, I 
tend to say I sleep with consumers, and I get paid for it. It’s an unusual situation to be in 
because I literally move in with consumers in their homes, whether that’s in Rio de Janeiro in 
Brazil, or I’m sleeping on a mat in Nigeria, or I’m hunted by people trying to kidnap me – I’m not 
kidding, unfortunately – in Venezuela, or I live with some incredible rich and affluent people 
here in the UK.  

http://www.amazon.com/Small-Data-Martin-Lindstrom/dp/1473634067/
http://www.amazon.com/Small-Data-Martin-Lindstrom/dp/1473634067/
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 I do that for a living in order to understand the deep psychology about who we really are and try 
to melt down what I call the emotional DNA we all leave behind ourselves.  

Kerry: Back up for a minute. You had people try to abduct you? 

Martin: Yes, I actually did. It was a very strange case.  

Kerry: Well, I would hope it’s not normal. 

Martin: I have some pretty weird cases. I’ll tell you two of the strange ones. In Venezuela I literally was 
almost kidnapped at the airport. I had these strange people claiming that they were my guides 
through the airport as I was checking in. I just had this nagging feeling this was not right, so I 
went to the bathroom, left my suitcase behind with them just to show I was serious, and then I 
literally looked out of the window and could see that something strange was going on. I crawled 
through the windows, through the back door, back on security inside the airport, out again on 
all fours through ventilation systems, and I came out on the road and went back to the airport 
again and they were gone.  

 Situations like that, for example in Saudi Arabia where I spent a lot of time as we were designing 
one of the largest malls in the world. Because I’m dressed in black as kind of my uniform, which 
it is very rare to wear black in Saudi unless you’re a woman, I went into one of those malls, 
mainly dedicated for women, and I had the religious police running after me with whips trying to 
whip me and the girls I was interviewing. We literally had to run for our lives. 

 These are stories you find when you’re doing deep consumer insight across the world.  

Kerry: Let’s talk about what your job actually is then. By now I would imagine some people have 
questions about that.  

Martin: Exactly. It’s a very simple job. 

Kerry: That does not sound simple, by the way.  

Martin: It is because it’s about human beings. We are by nature both simple and complex at the same 
time. What I’m trying to do is find out the deep psychology about us, you and I, to understand 
what I call our small DNA. Just like you have a detective picking up a piece of hair, a nail, or a 
fingerprint, I pick up these emotional DNAs, what I define as seemingly insignificant 
observations throughout our lives.  

 What I’ve come to learn as I’ve done this across more than 2,000 different homes across 77 
different countries over the last decade is that you in fact just by looking into people’s lives, 
observing people, living in their homes, you can actually obtain an enormous amount of 
information. That information is what I call small data.  

 Small data in many ways is a counterbalance to big data. Where big data is all about seeking 
correlations, it is to mine billions of data points and try to predict the future based on past 
numbers, small data is really all about the causation, the reason why we do things. I 
fundamentally believe if you want to predict the future you can’t read or skim through a photo 
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album with past photos, you actually need to have something current, something which is 
showing your life right now. That will create that wide space for innovating brands, products, or 
services, or create different types of evolutions in our society.  

 All of this stuff I’m doing is really to invent the future.  

Kerry: I think that’s both scary and brilliant. How do you get people to agree to just let you move in? 
Do you just sit there in black in the corner and you’re like, “It’s cool, just act like I’m not here.”  

Martin: A lot of people ask me about that. I have to tell you, I’ve never had a problem with it. Of course, 
you have to be a people person to do it. Besides that, think about that. How often have you 
tried, that people are really honestly are curious about your life and about your photo album, 
and are willing to spend hours talking about you, talking about all the favorite photos you have 
stacked behind the cupboard at home or just explore who you are? We don’t talk a lot about 
ourselves besides on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Whenever people are saying, “I love 
your ______,” it typically is a very short notice. But when someone moves in with you and are 
really honestly curious about you and want to understand about who you are, if you in that 
process also start to learn about yourself, well then quite often people actually find this is 
incredibly interesting.  

 Nine out of ten cases when I’ve been living with people they say to me, “I’ve learned so much 
about myself. In fact, I should be paying you and you should not be paying me for coming by.” 
That’s the best positive feedback I can receive, because it means I’m not just here to learn about 
human beings, I’m also here to help people in many ways. 

Kerry: Have you found that there is a cultural difference? Are people of certain cultures more or less 
receptive to having you come and observe them this way?  

Martin: Yes, there is. I think there are many different levels of how we behave.  

 One of the things that I’m writing about in the book that I think you’ll find very amusing is that 
people in North America, particularly in the U.S., are very open-minded and have a strong urge 
to talk to people. My favorite example in the book is how you go into an elevator and you can be 
sure that within 30 seconds someone will approach you or say something to you. They might 
comment on your shoes or your hair, or talk about the weather. We feel this urge in the U.S. to 
talk to people. If you take the same elevator ride in Scandinavia you can be 100% sure that no 
one will talk to you at all.  

 These are culture differences that you see across the world, but what is fascinating is that if you 
take four factors aside – government rulership, the weather, the religion, and what I call the 
afterwave, and that is really the traditions – we are almost identical. This is fascinating because 
it means that when I move in with consumers in Siberia and Russia (I spend a lot of time in that 
region) I’m actually able to draw parallels to consumers in completely different cultures and 
countries. For example, there is a strong parallel between people living in Siberia and people 
living in Saudi Arabia. People living in Italy are very similar to people living in Brazil.  
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 That means when I do investigations in one country I can almost predict what people are doing 
in a completely different country. When you take those four factors aside it really becomes 
incredibly accurate. That is what’s so amazing about this.  

 When you live in people’s homes, first of all people don’t lie. They may lie the first five and a half 
minutes, but when they realize that there is nothing to be gained by lying and it’s not like I’m 
going to plaster their entire life online, they actually will get more out of it the more honest they 
are, the more people actually uncover their own truth. 

 I want to tell you one thing which is really fascinating. I actually went to an interview here in the 
UK two years ago and I showed up one hour too early because of the time difference between 
the UK and Europe. This lady was completely perplexed, really surprised, “Why are you here 
already?” She was standing there in her robe, she had no makeup on, her hair was all over the 
place, and you could clearly see that this was really intimidating for her. I said, “I’m sorry. I did 
not mean to be intruding into your life, I’ll be back again in an hour.” She asked, “Where are you 
going to go?” I said, “I’ll just wait out here in the street.” She said, “No, I can’t let you do that.” 
She let me inside. I have to tell you it was one of the most honest, if not the most honest 
interview I’ve ever done because she had no makeup on, she was not dressed up.  

 What’s really fascinating and what I’ve learned is that we all put on a kind of uniforms. In fact, 
there is a study showing that called Embodied Cognition, where people got the opportunity to 
wear three types of white lab coats. The first lab coat that had a sign above it saying “doctor,” 
the second one was one where it said “dentist,” and the third one said nothing. When people 
were wearing the doctor’s lab coat they actually felt more intelligent, they were answering the 
questions faster, they were more self confident, and they had fewer errors. When they were 
wearing the dentist’s lab coat they became more intelligent, but not nearly as much as the 
doctor. When they took on the ordinary lab coat nothing happened.  

 That Embodied Cognition is really what we all are dressing ourselves in every day. When you are 
in an office you are another personality, you’re more formal perhaps. When you’re at home, 
when you take your shoes off, which by the way is very good signal for you being honest, then it 
means that you are going to tell things which are quite different very often. A good example 
here from the UK is that the current Prime Minister in fact was interviewed in a kitchen by BBC 
just after the last election and he said critically honest thing which he had to retract later on 
because he was so honest in his own kitchen. That is just symptomatic to not only never do an 
interview in your own kitchen but that we have different personalities.  

 This shows you that if you’re doing these focus groups in an office environment you’re very 
intimidated and you rarely hear the truth. This is what I’m trying to bypass when I’m picking up 
all the small data out there.  

Kerry: If you’d shown up an hour early to interview me you would have been waiting in the street. 

Martin: That’s not nice. 

Kerry: I might plop you down in the den or something with a cup of coffee, but then I’m going to go fix 
my hair. I’m sorry. If that makes me a dishonest person then I’m a dishonest person. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embodied_cognition
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Martin: It is fascinating how everything around us tells a story. I was not aware of this. I have to tell you 
one thing; it was not like when I began this journey 10 years ago I was Mr. Calculated with a plan 
like a detective to create a roadmap for how to understand people’s homes. It just happened 
over time. It’s almost like instinct was kicking in. I define an instinct like an accumulation of 
experiences you gather through life. You can’t really tell why, you just feel this.  

 I think what I’ve learned when I visit homes is that you suddenly start to see correlations 
between what does a huge colorful painting mean, what does it tell about the personality, if you 
have an antique cupboard what does it mean, or if you have a huge wall plastered with books in 
a certain room what does that tell you about you as a person. All those clues seem so innocent, 
when actually every single thing that I’ve just told you right now tells an amazing story about 
people.  

Kerry: That’s unfair, because what if your spouse is a hoarder. You’re going to be making judgments 
about that other person.  

Martin: Well, then you’ll see what’s called the conflicting mind actually. I’ve tried that quite often. You 
will see that if you have a partner which is not a hoarder and one who is, you will see that there 
will be spaces which are occupied by the hoarder and spaces which are completely clean. You 
can actually see a complete contrast. It actually is one of the strongest relationships when that is 
happening because it creates a counterbalance in their lives.  

 You can see throughout you’ll have different zones. One person will perhaps be a hoarder on 
the fridge, plastering it with fridge magnets. Then when you go inside the fridge you will see a 
completely different picture. If you are very sensitive to those signals you’ll start to be able to 
decode what their relationship, where they have balances and where they have out of balances. 

Kerry: This is fascinating. I can imagine that within the confines of those four walls of that home you’re 
getting incredible insight into that consumer and what motivates them. But for brands, they 
would have to be able to extrapolate those insights. Does it port to their larger audience as a 
whole? 

Martin: It does. This is where the beauty of big and small data comes into play. There are two things 
which are interesting. The first thing is you’ll be incredibly surprised to realize that when you’ve 
been interviewing 12 to 16 people, you can actually predict what the 17th person is saying. It’s 
very strange. It just happens.  

 We think we’re so different, but actually we’re not. Of course there will be granules of 
differences in smaller details of our lives, but when you a have strong enough filter you start to 
be able to look through that discrepancy between people.  

 Where big data comes into play is that small data finds those hypothesis, which is really those 
causations, and where big data will help you to extrapolate those data to find the correlations. 
That’s where you can verify those data are right. You have to remember big data today is giving 
us a lot of data but not a lot of information. The reality with big data is that to have powerful big 
data you need to have a hypothesis which is strong so you can navigate or mine those data in 
the appropriate way, because to find that needle in the haystack is incredible difficult. 
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 Who is doing that mining? Quite often these are the data miners, the analysts which are trying 
to find some sense out of all this data. Because they are not in touch with reality, so to speak, 
because they’re sitting in the offices mining data, they will rarely be able to find that whitespace 
of opportunity because they’ll simply not look for it. They’ll try to find set data sets, which are 
talking about the past. Once you find those odd correlations or those odd causations, you throw 
them into the numbers, and that’s where you start to see interesting correlations.  

 Really, big data and small data are partners in a dance. I’ve always learned that it takes two to 
tango. That’s where we’ve seen the out of balance, that companies time after time believe this 
magic box of data in the big data set. What they’re learning time after time right now is that 
they’re really not learning a lot, in fact they need something else to create the counterbalance. 

Kerry: I bet you’ve watched people tango in their house. People do that even with you there, I’d bet. 
They’re like, “We dance at our house, it’s just what we do.”  

Martin: Actually, I have. That happened in Argentina twice that they were dancing. They talked about 
synchronization was working and how their life was synchronized, so I said “Why don’t you 
dance?” and they started to dance. It was very interesting. At that stage where they started to 
dance they showed a completely different body language. Then when we continued the 
interview later on they were much more relaxed. It’s almost like they took off that white lab 
coat for a second and actually became who they really were in harmony. That was really 
fascinating. 

Kerry: Martin, tell me about the book Small Data: The Tiny Clues that Uncover Huge Trends.  

Martin: The book is probably the book I’m most proud of out of all the books. It’s more than a book for 
me, it probably is a movement almost.  

 If you wind back my history, back in the days in 1994 I wrote a book where I was predicting that 
we had to build brands on the internet. That was the year where the World Wide Web was 
invented and I wrote a book about that topic. Then I sort of partly invented the term “clicks and 
mortar,” which was picked up by Charles Schwab later on.  

 Then I created a book about building our senses and brands together called Brandsense. I also 
predicted the Facebook phenomenon about three years before in another book called 
Brandchild. Then of course I invented the term neuromarketing in Buyology.  

 I tend to be a person who is looking a little bit into the future by looking at all those small data, 
but I never really unreeled or disclosed how I came up with those hypothesis and those 
predictions. Small data is really the secret sauce.  

 It’s more than that. It’s also a scream or shout from our side saying “hey guys, we’ve gone too 
far, we’ve become too addicted to data in our lives.” The issue here right now is that we 
fundamentally believe we can sit behind screen and look at consumers, understand consumers, 
and live their minds through data.  

 It’s almost like we’re trying to control the consumer through a remote control and if it doesn’t 
work we change the batteries in the remote control. We’re forgetting that you probably never 

http://www.amazon.com/Small-Data-Martin-Lindstrom/dp/1473634067/
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found your husband by creating a spreadsheet and saying “I want to have a husband who is 6’ 
7” tall, and the color of his should be Panatone color 5026, and the last four digits of his cell 
phone number is 5526.” You wouldn’t say that, right?  

 When we define love, when we define emotions we rarely use numbers because that really 
doesn’t disclose a lot, it becomes very black and white. Brand is all about emotions, it’s this 
emotional glue or halo wrapped around a product or service. How on Earth can we develop that 
based on numbers? We really can’t.  

 What I’m saying is if you want to study animals don’t go to the zoo, go to the jungle. That’s 
really what this book is all about. It’s me taking the readers through hopefully a fascinating story 
throughout the world to all of these strange countries where I pick up these seemingly 
insignificant observations and it becomes a counterintuitive journey where suddenly a fridge 
magnet discovered on a fridge in Siberia leads to where plastic wrap remote control in Saudi 
Arabia leading to the creation of evolutionary supermarkets in the United States, or how 
people’s love affair with their dog and lost love led to the revamp of the Roomba brand, or how 
a headset which I was wearing on an airplane while I was eating was disclosing an insight about 
how the new Pepsi sounds when you’re opening the can.  

 It sounds crazy, but it’s all true. It’s a story about how these seemingly insignificant observations 
can in many ways reveal such an amazing insight about who we are and our lives in the future of 
a brand. That’s really what the book is all about.  

Kerry: Tell me more about the application of this for brands. When you bring you in, what is it that 
they want you to do? Do they have a problem that they want you to solve or are they looking for 
you to innovate?  

Martin: It really depends. I’ll give you a couple of examples. A supermarket chain called Lowes in the 
U.S. came to me some years ago and they said, “We are struggling to survive based on the fact 
that Walmart and Harris Teeter are opening up stores left, right, and center around us. What do 
we do?” In fact, they were asking for us to design a logo and I said we should hold that idea for a 
second and start to look at who your customers are. Their answer to any of the problems were 
to lower the prices and to have more SKUs on the shelves. I said to them, “It’s probably the 
opposite we have to do.”  

 We started to go into homes across North America and learned some fascinating things. There 
were sort of three things that we learned. We learned, first of all, that we are not feeling or 
experiencing a transition in our lives anymore. Let me just explain this. What is the first thing 
you touch when you wake up in the morning?  

Kerry: My phone. 

Martin: Exactly.  

Kerry: See how honest I’m being?  

Martin: You were very honest, thank you. Guess what? That was exactly what you saw. People – we, you 
and I – are basically at work two minutes after we woke up, then we’re at work when we’re at a 

http://www.lowesfoods.com/
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bathroom. In fact, just recently I was doing consumer insight with young boys in New York City 
and two out of three were on the phone while they were in the shower, just to give you a sense. 

Kerry: That’s risky. I’m thinking accidental tweet.  

Martin: That’s right. So you’re on the phone in the bathroom, when you’re eating breakfast, you’re 
doing work during breakfast, you’re doing work in the car, and at work you’re doing private 
stuff. There’s really no transition between it. You probably have realized that you’re never 
rebooting or never shutting down your computer anymore. We’re mirroring our own behavior 
because we never really shut down our brain. As we don’t shut down our brain, we all know 
we’re getting slower.  

 The lack of transition from one environment to another is really the first thing we discovered as 
we did this deep insight. The second thing we discovered was really fascinating. We started to 
ask for people’s passwords, of course with permission. We realize that passwords are one out of 
two things we never want to share with anyone, we don’t want to share a toothbrush and we 
don’t want to share a password. Passwords reveal an insight about our inner lives, it reveals a 
moment in time which is part of what has defined us, or a place or an oasis which we feel very 
comfortable about, or in some cases it reveals a future objective we have in our lives.  

 As we went through all of these hundreds of homes across the U.S. we realized that a lot of 
these homes were protected by passwords encapsulating a “good old day,” a rosy memory time 
which we’ve lost. Out of that we also realized that people’s communities were dying. We all feel 
we have communities around ourselves, but we don’t.  

 In fact, we’ve lost touch with communities, it’s all outsourced to a cloud so we really don’t touch 
a lot of people anymore. Probably if I would analyze your life right now you would be surprised 
to see how few people we are touching. There’s a direct correlation between the lack of touch 
and depression.  

 We started to uncover those seemingly insignificant observations and one by one that was 
creating the redesign of this whole supermarket chain leading to the most crazy supermarket 
chain you ever heard about where you are literally going through an amazing transition. When 
you walk into the supermarket you notice they have a community table in the middle of the 
store where farmers are coming in every day, touching people, interacting with people, sharing 
the meat coming from the farm this very morning.  

 We’re actually building up a community inside the supermarket. We have a chicken dance, 
which is a dance under a chicken chandelier and every half an hour when there are fresh 
chickens from the oven the staff will congregate under this chicken chandelier and start to 
dance with the customers, who are their guests, which is creating amazing community. We have 
Sausage Works where we have a nutty professor producing nutty professor sausages every 
hour, everything from a cheeseburger squeezed into a sausage to everything else.  

 All of those things, which really were wrapped together around an indoor community where 
every outlet was almost like a stand at a fresh farmer’s market was creating this retail 
revolution. Today I am proud to say that Lowes is the fastest growing supermarket chain in the 
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U.S. and it all started off with a password, with a lack of transition, and with other small data we 
picked up in homes across the country.  

Kerry: Martin, this is fascinating. Where can people learn more and where can get their copy of Small 
Data?  

Martin: You can jump onto my website, MartinLindstrom.com; or you can find me on Twitter 
@MartinLindstrom, on Facebook, or LinkedIn, or on Amazon. I should be out there somewhere, 
hopefully. 

Kerry: I don’t want to be Facebook friends now because I feel like you’ll judge the background of my 
photos.  

Martin: I’ve already judged you completely.  

Kerry: Oh, cut it out.  

Martin: I’m just kidding.  

Kerry: You’ll have to tell me what you’ve observed now. I’ll turn my camera back on so you can see my 
office. Although it’s a little staged because I work here, so this my work stuff.  

Martin: It’s funny you’re saying that. I’ll tell you a quick insight about you. This is very interesting. By the 
way, you are incredibly curious by nature, just so you know, and it gives you inspiration and 
stimulation from people around you. You are definitely a people person. Is that fair to say? 

Kerry: That’s fair to say.  

Martin: I’ll just tell you a very interesting thing, because we do have in our lives something called a 
perception room. Just as you have your Facebook account, which really is not true, that 
Facebook account is staged, it’s how you’d like to be perceived by the world and not how you 
are. Is that true?  

Kerry: Yes, that’s true for everybody. 

Martin: Exactly. In your home you also have what’s called a perception room, which are really mirroring 
that phenomenon. The perception room is where you find your coffee table book. If you think 
about where that is, that place – there we are. For those listening, she is picking up the Small 
Data book, just so you know, that’s a coffee table book.  

 Where the coffee table book is also the perception room. If you have a huge very colorful 
painting hanging there, you can be pretty sure you have a very strong self confidence. If you 
have a huge bookshelf with packs of books in the perception room, you actually were not that 
educated when you were younger and you’re trying to compensate for that as you grow up by 
having a lot of books around you to feel in balance. I want to stress that’s in the perception 
room. 

http://www.martinlindstrom.com/
http://twitter.com/martinlindstrom
https://www.facebook.com/MartinLindstrom
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/martin-lindstrom/0/276/704
http://www.amazon.com/Martin-Lindstrom/e/B001I9Q6CI/
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 So there we go, these are two insights. You just discovered the world of small data and I’m sure 
from now on you’ll think a little bit about that as you go through your home and discover 
yourself. 

Kerry: I’ll sure give it some thought before I invite you in.  

Martin: With or without makeup, right.  

Kerry: Definitely with. Thank you so much for talking with me, Martin. 

Martin: It was a pleasure. Thank you so much. 

Kerry: For more information and to get your copy of Small Data – and believe me, you want your own 
copy of Small Data – visit MartinLindstrom.com or follow Martin on Twitter @MartinLindstrom.  

 Thanks for listening here to the very end. This has been the Marketing Smarts podcast, brought 
to you by MarketingProfs. I’m your host Kerry O’Shea Gorgone. Talk with you next week. 

http://www.martinlindstrom.com/
http://twitter.com/martinlindstrom

